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Chief Guest Major Gen. K.K. Sinha (Retd.) cutting the ribbon for Zealicon 2023 

 

A 4-day Techno-Cultural fest, ZEALICON 2023, took off to a bright and cheery start in JSS 

Academy of Technical Education, Noida. The fest commenced on 25th April 2023 and continued 

for four consecutive days in a row till 28th April 2023.The Inaugural Ceremony, organized on 

25.4.23 at 10.30 am, was chaired by the Principal, Dr. Amarjeet Singh. Major General, K.K. 

Sinha (Retd) was the Chief Guest at the occasion. 

Addressing the students, Major General K. K. Sinha (Retd), exhorted them to contribute actively 

to the ever-growing economy that India is. He opined that by 2030 India will be one of the most 

vibrant growing economies alongside other countries. Dr. Amarjeet Singh, Principal’s address 

revolved around why youngsters should be inclusive in their approach to parents and the older 



generation. Vice-Principal Dr. T. G. Mamatha wished the students a successful fest. Dr. Prashant 

Chauhan, Dean (Student Welfare),and Apoorva Seth (fest Secretary) were also present on the 

occasion. 

 

 

 

Felicitation of Chief Guest at Inaugural ceremony of Zealicon 2023 

Zealicon was inaugurated by the lighting of the lamp by the invited guest Major Gen. K.K. Sinha, 

Retired, Defence Analyst, Principal Dr. Amarjeet Singh, Vice Principal Dr. Mamatha T.G, Dean 

(Student welfare) Dr. Prashant Chauhan and Fest Secretary Mr. Approve Seth(Final year student 

of Computer Science Branch). Students also performed prayer session during Inauguration.  



 

Vega (Student society of Mechanical Engg.) showcasing their car and performing stunts 

 

The first day of the fest had a list of exciting events and mainly was focused on the technical 

side. The events include Lazer Strike, and Robowars along with some cultural events like Street 

Plays and Flashmob marked the day with extreme exuberance. 

 

The second day of the fest had the majority of technical events but had the initiation of Cultural 

events as well. These events included Solo and Group Dancing along with the second round of 

major events like Robowar and Lazer Strike. While also Team Vega showcased their major car 

event by doing stunts along the ground. 



 

Students were participating in their most famous event “Robowars” 

 

The third day of the Zealicon 2023 was also celebrated by the staff and students as Ethnic Day, 

on which each of them twinkled with exquisite traditional attires which reflected their dignity and 

regard for their culture. In addition to this, the events and competitions that took place were Face 

painting, group singing, quiz Up, Imagica, and many more. 

 

The most memorable part of the third event was the Ethnic walk in which every participant 

walked on the stage will full confidence leaving the audience charmed by the mesmerizing aura, 

moreover, there were stage performances by the band of college students which was called ‘battle 

of bands’ the sparking sensation of pop music made the audience completely tantalized and 

joyful. 

 

The Fourth day of the fest had the most important activities for everyone to participate in some 

of these activities are Bombay talkies, vinegar, drone racing, and euphoria. 



 

Bollywood singer Nikhil D’Souza performing live on JSSATEN grounds 

 

The evening of the last day of the fest was marked as the musical time of Zealicon. The invited 

singer Nikhil D’Souza thrilled the audience with delight and vim, his performance made everyone 

elated with ardor. The last event of the fest was the DJ night with Gaurav which was organized 

for the students to fill them with fervor and vibrance. Zealicon was marked as a carnival whose 

resplendent and platonic ambiance made everyone ebullient and gladsome. 

 

 


